
9/3/71 

PH(JeiS), 

Hour 9/1, cc to XIS: I haven't taken tine to eet my 7/30 notes and your A order 6/23 
to respond to your first item out will if necessary. have about a half hour and would like 
to answer this. 

apii 55:Agree on all you say. I now haven't time to put it all together, but I will 
take time when I return to writing AGENT USWeLD. I have not only always felt this way, 
that they had statements from LEO's Larines budaies not elven the VC, but that caller to me 
on the old Joe eolan Show was one they didn't even interview. 	try and make a tickler 
on this for then. teanwhile, should either of you ever eet the tine, it would help if you 
.ould Lake a list or the proofs of it, or the indications. Here there is a separate factor 

that will be more difficult, what they dide't report that they were told. 

CD58, phone call: If you do not have the secondone {.thanks for what you've sent that 
I've not looked at yet, I do. I t ink it will not be hard to file, for I renember enough to 
be able to guess where I have it filed. hy primitive filing is in terms of expected use 
in writing. I have no file "systen" as such. It also involved hoiwe Levis and a rich euy 
from a beer fanily and one Courtney, who is coneected with Penabaz and may be eent'a urother. 

Check CD256 

CDel4Will X out and note that all refs are to Bowen. 

CD 6e7:I'li restrict my comments in the hope 	have time nee for going over some 
of the enclosures. I suspect we all agreed that the kichael security clearance seems unlike 
the security mind, given the fftmily  background. I think  it more likely inside the ACLU. I 
have met him. He is a strange one, strange looking, acting and speeking. (So is -he.) 

CD7:332. SW for the 2,1 to cover itself, as they reeerd coverin; as as they think 
they can use. Not new in this case. I believe this refers to the fingerprint. If it does, 
you have all my DJ corres. I'll ask for it again in the writing of AU, but there is no 
possibility law-enforcement investigation unless it was known not to be LHO's, they had th at. 
Unless they suspected this not real one: end I agree this would be excellent for your book. 
I think more and more tha with what you have and the way your nind works that your central 
focus should be on the way the 213I worked. You'll find euch here if you can then take the 
time. As you may realize, this is always in my mind  when it is not the central focus. 

Change address card. If this is the second NO one, 1  have a copy Tankersley statement. 

Arch regs. Note dates on any yoe get. Where they are recent, ask for all old ones. I've 
forced a ehanee in some, as Johnson, smilingly, acknowledged. Those baetards knowinely with-
held the central one froe me, told hob smith it didn't exist when I asked him to get me one, 
and they finally figured out where I got it. by penult conversation with Johnson discloses 
he does fit the role ie which I've cast him in this. he even prepares Aheads' af_idavits. 
They have refused to give me those they consider relevant, you have my last letter, no 
response yet. I'm meleine a record for the next time in court. They are required unger AG 
memo, if not law. Again emphasize careful reading conference report when Jim sends. W-it 
until you have time to read it at one sitting. It sucesis other aperoadhesi 

I've made an extra carbon to file with the separate one I've established oa your CD 
orders. Thanks for rewinding;. I can't keap evorythine in :rind any more. I cant take time 
for slips, but what I on taking time for, and it means I'mabout 2,000 pages behind, is in 
carding each page 1 now get, under its number and as I file it. There are now at least 2refe., 
so if I know only the number I can find it. This goes back far, but not to the beginning of 
my eork. It goes back to after the Shaw trial on everything and before that on some. A chron 
file would not b. helpful in ey work. There is too much corres that is relevant, too many 
interviews, too many notes for future writing, etc. 



I've eosin eo t e point where nil will soonne callineme for breakfast. As I age and 

as th„ -..eathee peemite, I take a brisk walk for an hour a ter breakfast. I find it hslpe 

and given ee thisedne time. However, I'll-try and return to this after I return and before 

the eail oozes. 

CD1408:1-3. If you will please send me another copy of thin with a note attach, I'll 

send henry a copy and solicit his comment. On the facts and on Alexander and the ihIs 

havine hire prints. If you have a 311 copier available, the pale p go reminds Le, you can 

often as with I think the first paree of CD325, by slight overexposure, can make blacker 

and more legible. This is a valuable thine in several ways, as 1 hope to indicate later. 

43146, enclosures—your corres with A and DJ: Perhaps I've forgotten if you have 

had anything since July, but this is an interesting thine, that Jileindienet says he'll 

consider replacing missing eages. I think there is no way they can withhold them under the 

law and I think it would be good for them to try, for that will be helpful in exposing 

both withholeing of evidence baring on conspiracy and open flaunting of the law. If 

there is anything since or anything that comes, I'd lie to know. I will, with these 

cosies of your lettere, start a file I should have long ago, on Evidence, hieeing. If 

you got turned down by the La police. let ne know. It' it is anything you think JG eey 

have, 	ask eou. If you d 	teas, lees send teo copies e unless you do not rant than 

to have enc. I do not write 14ou at thn office. And I expect hie her  here this eonth,if there 

is anything you want explored. I am satisfied, by tee way, th t DJ has framed J(1. If I 

an not satisfied by all ofJG e answers, I as without doubt about the case. I've read the 

affidavits, whsch I have. You can have them anytime if you want. I see no purpose for you, 

but you decide. You can always gut teem. They eake nu reference to the assassination or 

to his tezeuse the expression)"investigation% I should have established ouch a file ling 

ago in ;:env of teyine to rsnember. You may want to lecall my hendline of thin in the early 

days in VnII, I think th. Epilogue. 
 

CD165:1 .I havethe Bowen nngee, 1 thin% 2). hevell is Nebel. he is not an announ cer 

but had ane i think, alsehoueh ill, still has a tale elm on a cle rechnenel tenC) radio 

ntatioe that went into most of tne country. Good reception on je is unlikely in Dulles but 

reception is not impossible, dcpeiring on a number of factors I do not know, such as strong 

stations on adjacent frequencies. From what I know of Long John, and I do know him Ole eats 

himself and his show Long John eebel), it is not likely that if he recalled t is phone call 

personally he would have waited three days to call the PeI. he weeld have aired it on his 

first show, which would have bean the night of 11/22. I an not certain whether he had then 

shifted to WNBC from NOR, but in either case I believe his show bee1.at midnight and ran 

5 hrs. Next, unless he aired the call at the time he got it, meaning air time, he did not 
get it perm ally. There is always an interception, either a secretary before air tine or 

a producer at air time, The Pei ie careful not to date the time Nebel "advised" it or how. 

leo reason, without other Dazes, noL as:wee phone interview. That is, he or someone for him 

called 	and that was it. but if there wan more, it could be interesting. There are thin en 

here not consistent with Lide ana nothing consistent with what w, know of him, mast of all 

is it inconsistent that he had the eeee for so expensive a phone call. It is not consistent 

that vile names would be aired, hence it is not consistent that N got the call in person. 

Aside from its strange and close similarity to the hiani case, this is reminiscent of a 

C: involving one Stanley Ross, then editor of a Spenish language paper in eYg with what 

seems to be CIA connections. I think it is Ch1414 and whatever it is, it is fiction. lie 

was later to surface fro:. under his :Tecial kind of rock with another fiction about a 

demented Cuban and Castro's involvement, plus hobby's. I am filing this under False Oswald. 

If we assume there is anything to this, it is interesting that so early someone was counter-

feiting Oswald. hew Nebel remembered a name and so slight an incident for so long is a 

mystery and I think it is unlikely. Renee someone probably was behind this at the time 

Nebel was "reminded", which is what I think hap;-tined. Wonder if Flausonde was then his 

producer.?? 

Seen. See‘nee4nWeeeene 
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aD171:1,CD177:1. I will send to 4;aeberrs and send you carbon. You sent no copy 
for me, please. I am returning t e slip you had attached to remind L2 to send to Castorre 
etth note that will tell inc I have already carded it. Oneof the intereetine thin;:; in 

this, aside fro.. the "Ramous" name the ''astorrs mentioned to ne and the fact that LhO wan 
not in Dallas 7/63 is the reference to "discussion groups" in Dellas. The only ones of 
which I know are rieht-wing and the Uastorrs spoke of them in an eperopriate context. Howe 
ever, there were such in N.U. at this very time LBO was reportedly atteeding some of them. 
177 boa= strop, resemblance to Odio's "Leon". I thinkit ld.ght be worth getting the rest 
of this. how A remebers the specific date (exactly two months of% of the Odio one, 
allegedly) is provocative. This rouehyl coincides with the general possibilities and 
details of the hall etc business. 

UD205:153-4. lueediately, there is an importance as related to lair-enforcement 
purposee, the request from Rowley, who had none. I think it would be eeed to ask for 
Ao.ley's "communication of november 23, 1963". There are additional importances in 
description of clothing as "evidence" and the date the Si gave it to the FBI. 1811 
have to add this to what I've done in Pk on the clothing, ana I'll be filing it with 
my pictures of the clothing. Note the care, under "results of examination", with which 
the size of the holes is omitted. It shows that spectroeraphic examination had been eede 
but leaves uecluar when (hence I think we ehoula a'so ask for the 12/5/63 lab report 
to Rowley). It refers to whet is aot supeoeed to exist, "the evidence bullets subr..itted". 
And it concludes what can't be true, that "These holes are typical of bullet entrance hole s", 
in reference to the shirt slits if taken as good grammer and as ref to all holes otherwise. 
Frazier swore ho could not tell, not kneeing if the fabric had be.n disturbed. If you can 
please sapre another copy, I'd nee one for the file of new material for the spectra appeal. 
UOUPe, rone about the slits, which are separate on 154% There the imposeible is given 
as poseiblee that the nick was caused by a bullet exiting through the slits. What is also 
important is that it discloses that the clothing was arrayed and that unspecified "other 
examinations"were made You will understand when you sec last part PIT. Another OOPS. See 
secoou cc:.)3r. Thnnkno  

CD325:1-8. Toe hard and too long for eoew. Will write separately when I've tine. 
CD637k :1 (I had this. Sorry. bade a mistake in makiue cards and duplicated on 637 that 
I had pages 636:2-3 on 637. Didn't have 1). It does not seem that hichael tried very 
hard to at.end J.BS weetinge, certainly not hard enough if he was trying to penetrate. I 
think it eore likely an impulse of curiosity. 

CDi408:1,30-1. 2aseinatine in many ways. if I find time today I'll le writing letters 
I'll enclose. Teis can be iepertant to glade and Ivan (personally) and I will ask both 
in dif:erent ways. if there i any way of following this up eore, on any of the leaked 
iteme, it could be important. I also think this is something that should be important to 
your own book, and remember the Peed letter -L have in Phi and my ExSess notes whtsi you get 
to it. With this I will be starting a separate file under k;omeission, Leaks, somelling 
I should have done lone ago. I' have some under investigation, character of. I did have 
a card referring to tee staff-meeting eumos. I'd like a cosy for Wede, who I'll write 
before you can Bend, and one for Ivan, if ho wants, as he should ia hie eersonal interest. 
ey lo.eter s should make this clear. This will fit perfectly at least in the Robert ohapter 
of AO. I'll see if Henry sakes any investigation. 

This covers all copies you sent. any thanks. 

ti 



September 1, 1971 
re: Archives orders 

Dear Harold, (cc: JNS) 

Please refer to your notes of 7/30 on my Archives order of 	6/28. 

CD 55: I have ordered the rest of this and will send it to you. If it 

is persuasive about the existence of statements made Ex by IHO's marine buddies 

in 1959, I think we should confirm that they are not in what we have (including 

the ONI file) and then ask for them under the F of I. Not that I have the time 

for this, but I think it should be done. It might uncover a lot of imetex DoD 
stuff on IMO. You may recall that the WC and I have been suspicious that they 

did not dig up everything. 

CD 584 you may be right that I have mixed up 2 Miami incidents involving 

phone calls to talk shows. The only reference I could find is CD 165, p. 1, 
where Nevell says he was called by IHO in the summer of '62. (Enclosed.) ilxx 

I am sure I have the later one involving Patrick. 

CD 171, 177: I will order the rest of these for you. Copy for the taxtxr 

Castorrs enclosed, as you asked. 

Likewise, I'll order the rest of CD 256, as you mituzi suggest. I have an 

order pending so this won't be for some time. 

CD 314: cross out your note; you misread a !mak barely legible copy. All 

references are to Bowen; none are to iXxxx Brown. 

Agreed that CD 325 raises questions. Don't have time to look into them 
now. A full-sized copy of the entire CD is enclosed. 

CD 637: I already had the Grimes interview; copy enclosed (p. 14). Agrmad 

Agreed that routing to military intelligence mizi raises questions. Other 

Paine CD's are so routed also. One could put together a scenario with Michael 
as an informant in the Birchers, maybe the C ACLU? Abrth thinking about. 

As requested, 2 copies of CD 205, pp. 153-4. 

Re CD 7, p. 332: I have looked into adjacent Q.-numbers, as you suggest. that 

seems to have happened (speculative) is that by sending such Ap pre-assassination 

items to the lab, the N.O. office covered itself against charges that it had not 

properly kuti notified HQ of what it had in its files; however, with the emphasis 

on the lab work the circumstances of aquisition were not brought out. And when 

this important evidence got to the WC, there was no explanation other that what is 
on pages like this. Very clever, J. itelxx Edgar. Same patimma pattern for D-19, 
the card the FBI fished out of the Worker's trash before the ass. - it went to the 

WC with no explanation, as far as I know, but it did get there. (1].y the way, this 

is the sort of thing I would like to write about if I ever do the book.) 
Good comments on the change-of-address card. Agree that there are aspects of 

Oswald's sending it that do not make much sense. 
Enclosed: Eckhoff's 7/19 and lrs referred to there, as requested. They now 

tell me they don't have the Klein. lr of 7/22/70 I refer to, and they apparently 

were never contacted, as he said he would dot I'll push. 
more Fof I; You may be right that the regulations I quoted to the Archives are old; let's 

see if they bring me up to date. I'll also check meat again myself. sometimes . 
I'm supposed to remind to that your correspondence on this is in a file with 

my CD orders. May I suggest that you use cross-ref. slips, as I do? I find it 

necessary to have my files in chronological order, with slips for what I have 

ham filed by subject. 
Best, 


